Aftermath Hitman CQC Socom Airsoft
Electric Rifle Owner's Manual
Aftermath Hitman CQC Socom Airsoft Rifle
Pro Metal Compact Rifle with Upgraded Gear Box
-Capacity: 200 round(s)
-Caliber: 6mm Airsoft BB
-Full & Semi-Auto Action
-Electric Airsoft Rifle
-Diecast Removable Rail
System
-Nylon Grip and Stock
-Battery and Charger
Included
Hitman CQC Socom Setting the Magazine

Remove the magazine by pushing the release button on the right side of the main body.
Insert BBs into the top, by removing the large cover. Insert magazine as shown.
Continuously rotate the bottom dial during shooting to push bb's up into the airsoft rifle.
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Hitman CQC Socom Battery Installations

1. Press the release button and pull it backward.

3. Carefully insert the stock. Close cover.

2. Attach the connector to the battery.
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Hitman CQC Socom Variable Spin Shot

This system allows for straighter and longer distance shooting than a normal air gun, by
producing a back spin of the BB. The Spin Shot is located in the right side compartment
which is opened manually. Pull back on lever to reveal spin shot.
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Hitman CQC Socom Rear Sight Adjustment

Turn to front for shorter distance shooter. Turn to back for longer distances.
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Warning
Warning: When you are not firing the gun, or it's in storage always keep the airsoft gun on
Safe Mode.
- Do not misuse the airsoft gun. Displaying it in public or changing the coloration and making
it look like a firearm may confuse people and can be considered a crime.
- Handle and operate the Airsoft gun safely.
-Select safe and proper targets.
-Care for and maintain the Airsoft gun properly.
-Store the Airsoft gun unloaded in a safe and proper manner.Make sure the Airsoft gun is
unloaded when removed from storage or received from another person.
-Treat every Airsoft gun as if it's loaded.
-Always wear eye protection designed for Airsoft guns when handling or shooting or in range
of any Airsoft guns, and wear them over prescription glasses.
-Keep your finger off the trigger until your ready to shoot.
-Never point the Airsoft gun at anything you do not wish to shoot.
-Always keep the Airsoft gun on safe until you are ready to shoot.
-Avoid ricochet. Never shoot at a hard or flat surface or at water. Backstops should be
inspected for wear before and after each use. Discontinue use if backstop surface shows
signs of failure. Since backstop surfaces eventually fail, always place the backstop in a
location that will be safe should the backstop fail. Discontinue the use of the backstop if the
projectile rebounds or ricochets.
-Perform routine inspection and maintenance including:
-Modification of the Airsoft gun may cause it to malfunction and tampering with it may make
unsafe to use.
-Any change in the Airsoft guns performance, such as lowered trigger force and shortened
trigger travel, indicate possible wear and those Airsoft guns should be inspected, replaced,
or properly repaired. Repairs should only be made by qualified personnel.
-Check any Airsoft gun that has been dropped to ensure that its function has not been
affected.
-The use of incorrect ammunition may not be safe and never reuse ammunition.
-Adult supervisor is required for those under the legal age of 18 years.
-Please refer to warranty card for instruction on repair, replacement or accessories.
-Please read all instructions before use. Keep instructions for future reference.
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